This review compared outcomes for exercise programmes in cognitively impaired and intact older adults and concluded that strength and endurance outcomes were similar for cognitively impaired and intact participants, which suggested that the former should not be excluded from exercise programmes. The authors' conclusions reflected data presented, but should be interpreted with caution due to uncertainties surrounding the methodologies used.
Study selection
Studies were eligible if they were randomised controlled trials (RCTs) including more than five participants. (Of the included trials, two were non-randomised controlled trials.)
Eligible trials were of study participants older than 65 years who reported a baseline Mini Mental State (MMSE) score of less than 25 for cognitively impaired participants and 25 or above for cognitively intact participants. Alternatively, participants could have been diagnosed by a doctor as having some degree of cognitive impairment or have a preexisting diagnosis of dementia. Mean age in included trials was 81 years (standard deviation (SD)=5, range 68 to 91). Mean MMSE score was 16 (SD=6, range 6 to 23) in trials of cognitively impaired participants and 28 (SD=1, range 26 to 29) in trials of cognitively intact participants. There were more women than men in the trials.
Trials had to compare an exercise programme or some other form of rehabilitative exercise, physical activity, fitness or recreational therapy with a non-intervention comparison group. Trials had to report at least one health-related physical fitness outcome (cardiovascular, endurance, strength, flexibility, body mass index) and include means and standard deviations, t-test or F-test and numbers of participants. Endurance or strength training or a combination was used. Mean exercise frequency was three sessions per week (SD=1, range 2 to 6), mean intensity was 50 minutes per session (SD=16, range 20 to 90) and mean duration was 16 weeks (SD=8, range 2 to 40).
Studies that did not report age, sample size or exercise mode were not considered in the analysis.
The authors stated neither how the papers were selected for the review nor how many reviewers performed the selection.
Assessment of study quality
Methodological quality of included studies was assessed using the UTMB/TLC Interventions Trial Quality Form. Items assessed were listed. Studies were defined as very high quality if the score was 22 or above, high quality for scores between 19 and 21, medium quality for scores of 16 to 18 and low quality for scores of 15 and less.
Two reviewers independently assessed trial quality. Scoring differences were discussed until consensus was reached. Individual effect sizes (ES) were calculated by dividing the difference between experimental and control groups by the estimated pooled standard deviation of the baseline outcome measure in treatment and control groups (Hedge's g). Effect sizes were presented with 95% confidence levels.
Data extraction
The authors stated neither how data were extracted for the review nor how many reviewers performed data extraction. Items used for data extraction were listed.
Methods of synthesis
Pooled data were presented as summary effect size (SES) based on the weighted mean of the unbiased individual efect size values, calculated using a fixed-effects method. Positive numbers reflected improvements in performance and negative numbers deterioration. Effect sizes of less than 0.49 were interpreted as small, 0.49 to 0.79 were interpreted as medium, and 0.80 or larger as large. Subgroup analysis was conducted separately by exercise type (strength or endurance).
Results of the review
Forty-one trials (n=2,921) were included, of which 21 were exercise trials in cognitively impaired participants (n=1,411) and 20 were exercise trials in cognitively intact participants (n=1,510). Mean trial quality was 18 (SD=2, range 13 to 23).
Large to moderate effect sizes were found for strength and endurance outcomes for cognitively impaired groups (SES 0.51, 95% CI 0.42 to 0.60; 21 trials, 31 comparisons) and cognitively intact groups (SES 0.49, 95% CI 0.40 to 0.58; 20 trials, 33 comparisons). Effect sizes for strength-only trials were moderate for cognitively impaired (13 trials) and large for cognitively intact participants (16 trials). Effect sizes for endurance-only trials were moderate for both cognitively impaired (18 trials) and cognitively intact participants (17 trials).
No statistically significant difference in effect size was found between studies in cognitively impaired and those in cognitively intact participants for strength and endurance combined (p=0.263), strength only (p=0.132) and endurance only (p=0.078). There seemed to be a larger variance in effect sizes of the trials in cognitively intact individuals, possibly due to a broader range of types of strength training and workloads used.
